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Abstract. In this paper we focus on the relationship between concept complexity and
generalization error of learned concept descriptions. After showing a simple way to
estimate concept complexity from learning data, we empirically link this estimation
to the generalization error of different learning algorithms. While it is expected that
the error increases with the complexity of the concept, quite interesting is the way
it increases. Experiments, in fact, show a linear relationship that improves upon the
super-linear behavior predicted by known theoretical bounds. Furthermore, the results
suggest that the linear relationship between concept complexity and generalization
error is a property independent from specific learning algorithms.

1 Introduction

It is widely believed, in science, that more simple theories are bound to be more predic-
tive/explicative (see, for example, [3] for a discussion). Even though appealing to the intu-
ition, this idea encounters severe difficulties in the very definition of what ”simple” is.

An attractive approach to quantifying complexity is to consider algorithmic complexity
[8, 9]. According to Kolmogorov, the complexity

�������
of an object

�
is the length of the

shortest program that, on a universal machine, allows the object to be reconstructed. Applying
this notion to a concept, a program corresponds to a concept description, and reconstruction
amounts to correctly predicting instances. For example, if the concept has a complexity which
is equal to the length of the extensional representation of the concept itself, then no matter
how much data we observe, we will not have any clue about labelling of unseen instances.

Unfortunately, Kolmogorov’s complexity is not computable, even though computable ex-
tensions of it do exist [12]. Nonetheless, Kolmogorov’s formal definition can be exploited to
introduce a related, less elegant but more practical, notion of complexity: that of compress-
ibility. For instance, [10] use this notion to define sample set compression: they call � the
size of the training set, and � the size of a set of points that allows the reconstructing of the
training set labels. Evaluating compressibility of the training set allows a (stochastic) bound
to be set on the generalization error. Littlestone and Warmuth’s bound increases with the dif-
ference between � and � , so that the smallest the information needed for reconstructing the
concept, the higher the probability of generalizing beyond the observed data.

Another (indirect) measure of complexity, this time referred to a class of concepts, is
the 	�
 -dimension [13]. This dimension has been related, for specific concept classes, to
Littlestone and Warmuth’s compressibility notion [5]. Furthermore, relations between 	�
 -
dimension and classes of functions show that the 	�
 -dimension increases as the complexity
of the function does (see [7] ).



The generality of theoretical bounds, such as the ones mentioned above, constitutes at
the same time their beauty and their weakness; in fact, they are often too far from the actual
values they are intended to bound to be useful in practice [11].

In this work we have taken, instead, an empirical approach. Starting from a somewhat
ad hoc definition of concept complexity in terms of compressibility, as in [10], we propose
a method to experimentally estimate it. By generating a great number of artificial learning
problems, and solving them via different learners, it has been possible to establish a link
between the concept’s estimated complexity and the distribution of the generalization error
on an independent test set.

2 Estimation of concept complexity

Before explaining how we try to investigate the link between complexity and generalization
error, we need to introduce the notion of concept compressibility.

Let us define a concept  as a subset of a metric space � . We will call positives examples
of  the points in  and negatives examples the points in ���� . In this work, we will focus
on spaces containing a finite number of points.

We say that a set � of spheres, defined over � , is a cover of a concept  if any point that
belongs to the concept belongs to one of the sphere in � and vice versa.

Let us denote by ��� �  � the smallest cover of  . We define the concept compressibility as:� �  ��� �� ��� �  � � (1)

The above definition is a tentative one, chosen because of its simplicity; nonetheless we
believe that results similar to the ones we will show later may also be obtained with different
definitions.

It clearly appears that formula (1) is not directly usable. In fact, in learning problems,
the target concept  is usually unknown. In addition, even if  would be known, to find the
minimal cover is an NP-complete problem. Moreover, � �  � does not directly measure the
complexity of  , but its compressibility. As an example of the difference, let us consider the
set of even integers: the set is incompressible, in the sense of definition (1), but it admits ���� ��� � � as a very simple description. In any case, highly compressible concepts shall also
admit ”simple” descriptions. In fact, we can build a program that behaves as the concept does
by inflating the compressed information that describes the concept. The complexity of this
program would be the complexity of the description of the compressed information plus a
constant, necessary to encode the inflating algorithm. Then, we will consider compressibility
as a good approximation of the concept complexity.

It is easy to see that it is not possible to compute exactly concept compressibility without
having the whole concept at hand. As a consequence, we will make two simplifying steps:
first, in order to overcome the problem of not knowing the target concept, we shall estimate
its compressibility on a learning set. Second, we avoid the intractability of the minimum set
covering by using a greedy algorithm that searches for a (possibly non-minimal) cover of the
learning set in the form of a set of spheres in the space � .
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Figure 1: The figure shows how the sphere inducer compute ;=<?>0@BA . CB>ED A denotes the radius of the sphere given
as argument

3 Experimental setting

As already stated, to test the relationships between complexity and generalization error we
took an experimental approach. We generated a large number of target concepts of varying
complexity. These concepts have been used to acquire both an estimation of

� �F� �  � � , which
we call G , and an estimation of the generalization error, which we call H . The error H has
been computed on independent test sets.

The experimental test bed contains three main components: the Concept Generator Mod-
ule, the Greedy Covering Algorithm IKJ�L , and the tested algorithm M .

The Concept Generator Module has the task of generating thousands of random concepts,
each of which will be created by joining (i.e., making the union of) a number of two dimen-
sional geometrical shapes (triangles, rectangles, and circles). The total number of shapes, the
proportions of different types, and the parameters of a single shape (e.g., the radius of a circle,
or the points that form a triangle), are all generated at random, using uniform distributions.
The only constraints imposed during the generation of a new concept are the following:N the space is OQPSRTR � PUPWV�XYOQPSRTR � PUPWV ;N the random number of shapes that form a concept must range in O � PZRTR\[]PZV ;N the shapes cannot be too big: the radiuses of circles and the edges of the other shapes

must be shorter than �BP .
The algorithm IKJ�L is rather standard: it covers with a sphere a subset of the positive

examples in the learning set (excluding any negative example) and removes them from the
learning set. The algorithm stops when all positive examples have been covered.

More precisely, IKJ�L calls a sphere inducer that selects randomly from the current learn-
ing set a positive example ^ , and returns a sphere _a` � ^ � centered on this example.
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Figure 2: Experiment diagram

The sphere _ ` � ^ � is computed as follows: let _Uk � ^ � be the largest sphere, centered in p,
that has a positive example on its circumference; let moreover _Ql � ^ � be the smallest sphere,
centered in p and including _Uk � ^ � , that has a negative example on its circumference. As de-
scribed in Fig. 1, the sphere inducer selects as covering the sphere whose radius is the average
between those of _Bk � ^ � and _ml � ^ � . This sphere tries to maximize the margin between positive
and negative examples.

The number of acquired spheres varies with the complexity of the target concept and the
number of positive examples; in any case it is bound to be less than the number of positive
examples. The time spent to learn a single sphere is linear in the size of the training set, as the
sphere inducer needs constant time to select (at random) the center of the sphere, and linear
time to find the best radius.

The tested algorithm M is the main parameter of the experimentation. To check whether
the results were specific to single algorithms, we tried four different ones:N a J�Lonqp -like algorithm [1];N a straightforward implementation of r - sutwvyxztW{=|isFtW}�~�������xa{ [4];N the IKJ�L itself;N L��uv�������{=| [6] with a couple of different weak learners .

The whole experimental process is depicted in Fig. 2.
Given a learning algorithm M , we performed 1000 experiments, each of which ended up

with a couple
� G���H � .

Each experiment begins with the generation of a new target concept, from which we
extract two sets of 1000 points each, which will be used as training and test sets. As shown
in the figure, the training set will be used to train both IKJ�L and M , while the test set will
be used to estimate the generalization performances of the description learned by M . Finally,
the estimated generalization error H and the number of spheres learned by IKJ�L are used to
form an entry of the table that will be used to plot H versus G .



4 Experimental Results

In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we reported the results about two of the experiments we performed. The
others are not reported since they behave very similarly1.
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Figure 3: Results for ���Z�z���w�B��� algorithm coupled with the sphere inducer explained in Section 4.
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Figure 4: Results obtained using ���i�d� .

Each plot shows a cloud of points and a line: each point represent a
� G���H � pair, and the

line is the one that best approximate the data in the least squares sense.
In particular, the plot in Fig. 3 refers to the results of L��uv�������{=| using as weak learner

the sphere inducer described in Sect. 3. The one in Fig. 4 refers to a simple implementation
of J�Lonqp (specifically it generates an unpruned classification tree based on the Information
Gain criterion). It is interesting to note how much the algorithms differ. The first one acquires
a weighted majority vote of many distance-based local hypotheses, while the second one
acquires a space partitioning scheme based on axis parallel hyper planes.

1The other results can be found at www.di.unito.it/˜esposito/emperres



The most interesting result showed by the plots is that a linear correlation between H andG exists regardless of the algorithm being tested. Then, highly different algorithms behave
in a really similar manner, being the differences only concentrated in the magnitude of the
correlation and in the parameters of the regression lines.

4.1 Deviations from the line are not due to inaccurate G or H estimations

Beside the linear correlation between G and H , a random phenomenon seems to affect the
plots. Actually the (signed) deviations from the predictions given by the regression line seems
to be distributed normally. In Fig. 5, it is reported, for the case of J�Lonqp 2, both the frequen-
cies of the observed deviations and a plot of the normal distribution evaluated using data’s
mean and variance.

While this random behavior could be thought of as being at least partially a consequence
of the stochastic step inside IKJ�L , it seems that this is not the case. In fact experiments
performed with a non-stochastic version of IKJ�L 3do not show any improvement in the mean
deviation of the points from the predicting line. The observed mean difference is, instead, a
shift of the points toward the left side of the picture due to an increased number of set of
spheres with smaller cardinality.
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Figure 5: Graph of the frequency of the deviations from the predictions given by the regression line. Data comes
from the experiment with the ������� algorithm. The error of the line’s prediction with respect a given point is
represented on the abscissas, whereas the ordinates report the frequency with which each error is observed.

We also increased the number of points in the test set as a way to improve the estimation
of the generalization error. Results shows that this operation do not appreciably decrease the
deviations from the predicting line, as well.

2The other algorithms behaves in very similar way
3The algorithm have been obtained by substituting the stochastic sphere inducer with a deterministic version

that always acquire the sphere that cover the largest amount of positive examples. [2] describes the very same
algorithm.



4.2 Relation between the number of experiments and the estimation accuracy

In all the experiments performed so far, we estimated the regression line using 1000
� G���H �

pairs. An interesting point concerns the stability of the line as the number of experiments
varies. In other words: how many experiments do we need to obtain a good prediction?

To test this issue we proceeded as follows. Let us consider one of the experiments dis-
cussed in Sect. 4, and let � be the set that contains its results. Furthermore, let

� ��� � �T�z �k¢¡£¡£kE�¢��¤
be a sequence of sets such that each �¥� is a sub sample of � obtained drawing from � ran-
domly, uniformly and with replacement, ¦¨§ of � ’s elements. For each ��� , we estimate the
predicting line ©ª� as usual, and compute the error of the line with respect to the whole � as
follows: « � ©T� ���¬¯®\°W± ²U³ �=´ � Hµ��©'� � G � �� � �
Fig. 6 shows the results for the case of J�Lonqp . The behavior is nearly the same for all the
other algorithms. The general picture is that the approximation of the line converges quite
fast, only suffering of small random fluctuations after the first hundred experiments.
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Figure 6: ¶·>'¸º¹ªA versus »½¼ ¾�¼ .
4.3 Estimating the generalization error

It is simple to predict the generalization error using the line acquired in the experiments. We
notice that, since the points are normally distributed around the line, we can easily compute
confidence intervals using standard statistical methods.

As expected, if we compare the line’s predictions with theoretical ones, the former are
usually much tighter than the latter. For instance, we compared the predictions given by the
line with the bound on the generalization error derived by [10]. In particular, they show a
number of bounds that differ for their applicability. For the sake of simplicity, we consider
the simplest bound: it requires only few hypotheses and it is always tighter than all the other
ones4.

4the comparison is still fair since the bound we should have used would have performed worse



Let us call � the size of the training set, and � the size of a set of points that allow the
perfect reconstruction of the training set. The bound predicts that the probability of the event¿

: “the generalization error is larger than À ”, is bound from above by:^ �&¿���ÁÃÂ�� ��Ä � � �ÅÀ �¢ÆÈÇWÉ
In our case, � is 1000 and � is twice the number of spheres acquired by IKJ�L (since we must
use at least two training points to describe a single sphere). Consider now the line acquired for
the J�Lonqp algorithm; since points are normally distributed, we can state that, independently
of � and with a probability of Ê]ËZRÍÌU§ , À would not be greater than the prediction given by
the line plus �aÎ . Fig 7 shows the same probability evaluated using the bound given above
and plotted versus increasing � values. As we may notice from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, for small �
values (in those figures � is �QG ), the bounds given in Fig. 7 by the regression line are even
tighter.
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Figure 7: Comparison of error probability estimations, plotted versus increasing values of Ï .

5 Conclusions and further work

In this paper an empirical analysis of the relationship between complexity and generalization
error has been carried out. More precisely, a simple way to automatically estimate general-
ization error using the number of hypotheses acquired by a stochastic version of the greedy
covering strategy has been proposed. Experiments show that the approach is effective, and
that the relationship between G and H is linear. They show also that a normally distributed
random noise affect the plots. It seems not to be related with the stochastic nature of the
covering algorithm nor to the error committed in estimating H .

Then, we believe that another phenomenon is involved somehow. Whether this phe-
nomenon is related to the size of the training set employed in the experiments cannot be
said before a new, extensive experimentation would be completed. A simple improvement
of the given framework can easily be adopted to test this issue. In fact, for each concept,
many problems with different training set sizes can be generated. Applying the rest of the



framework unchanged, we obtain a set of
� G��*�Ð��H � triplets than can be used to investigate

the relationships with the size of the training set.
Unfortunately, such an approach is computationally very demanding. Tens of thousands

trials have to be performed to complete a single experiment. Furthermore, technical compli-
cations have to be solved before starting the experimentation. For instance it is known that
the stochastic IKJ�L tends to learn a larger number of spheres as the size of the training set
increases.

We are currently trying to reduce the amount of trials needed to obtain a good estimation
of the regression line, in order to make the whole process computationally less demanding.
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